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The Atheist's Bible: Diderot's 'Éléments de physiologie'-Caroline Warman 2020-11-16

‘Love is harder to explain than hunger, for a piece of fruit does not feel the desire to be eaten’: Denis Diderot’s Éléments de physiologie presents a world in flux, turning on the relationship between man, matter and mind. In this late work, Diderot delves playfully into the relationship between bodily sensation, emotion and perception, and asks his readers what it means to be human in the absence of a soul. The Atheist’s Bible challenges prevailing scholarly views on Diderot’s Éléments, asserting its contemporary philosophical importance, and prompting its readers to inspect more closely this little-known and little-studied work. In this timely volume, Warman establishes the place of Diderot’s Éléments in the trajectory of materialist theories of nature and the mind stretching back to Epicurus and Lucretius, and explores the fascinating reasons behind scholarly neglect of this seminal work. In turn, Warman outlines the hitherto unacknowledged dissemination and reception of Diderot’s Éléments, demonstrating how Diderot’s Éléments was circulated in manuscript-form as early as the 1790s, thus showing how the text came to influence the next generations of materialist thinkers. This book is accompanied by a digital edition of Jacques-André Naigeon’s Mémoires historiques et philosophiques sur la vie et les ouvrages de Denis Diderot (1823), a work which, Warman argues, represents the first publication of Diderot’s Éléments, long before its official publication date of 1875. The Atheist’s Bible constitutes a major contribution to the field of Diderot studies, and will be of further interest to scholars and students of materialist natural philosophy in the Age of Enlightenment and beyond.
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The Origins of Life-Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka 2013-03-09 Life appears ungraspable, yet its understanding lies at the heart of current preoccupations. In our attempt to understand life through its origins, the ambition of the present collection is to unravel the network of the origin of the various spheres of sense that carry it onwards. The primogenital matrix of
generation (Tymieniecka), elaborated as the fulcrum of this collection, elucidates the main riddles of the scientific/philosophical controversies concerning the status of various spheres that seek to make sense of life.

**Rapports du physique et du moral de l'homme et lettre sur les causes premières**
Pierre Jean Georges Cabanis 1844

**The Relationship between the Physical and the Moral in Man**
Maine de Biran

2016-10-20 Maine de Biran's work has had an enormous influence on the development of French Philosophy – Henri Bergson called him the greatest French metaphysician since Descartes and Malebranche, Jules Lachelier referred to him as the French Kant, and Royer-Collard called him simply 'the master of us all' – and yet the philosopher and his work remain unknown to many English speaking readers. From Ravaission and Bergson, through to the phenomenology of major figures such as Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Michel Henry, and Paul Ricoeur, Biran's influence is evident and acknowledged as a major contribution. The notion of corps propre, so important to phenomenology in the twentieth century, originates in his thought. His work also had a huge impact on the distinction between the virtual and the actual as well as the concepts of effort and puissance, enormously important to the
development of Deleuze's and Foucault's work. This volume, the first English translation of Maine de Biran in nearly a century, introduces Anglophone readers to the work of this seminal thinker. The Relationship Between the Physical and the Moral in Man is an expression of Biran's mature 'spiritualism' and philosophy of the will as well as perhaps the clearest articulation of his understanding of what would later come to be called the mind-body problem. In this text Biran sets out forcefully his case for the autonomy of mental or spiritual life against the reductive explanatory power of the physicalist natural sciences. The translation is accompanied by critical essays from experts in France and the United Kingdom, situating Biran's work and its reception in its proper historical and intellectual context.
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Psyche and Soma-Paul Potter 2002 Psyche and Soma is a multi-disciplinary exploration of the history of understanding of the human mind or soul and its relationship to the body, through the course of more than two thousand years. Thirteen specially commissioned
chapters, each written by a recognized expert, discuss such figures as the doctors
Hippocrates and Galen, the theologians St Paul, Augustine, and Aquinas, and philosophers
from Plato to Leibniz.
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Dictionnaire des sciences philosophiques, par une société de professeurs de
philosophie [ed. by A. Franck].-Dictionnaire 1844

Nouveau Guide des mères de famille, ou éducation physique, morale et
intellectuelle de l'enfance, etc-Isidore Hyacinthe MAIRE 1843
The Other Enlightenment—Carla Hesse 2018-06-05 The French Revolution created a new cultural world that freed women from the constraints of corporate privilege, aristocratic salons, and patriarchal censorship, even though it failed to grant them legal equality. Women burst into print in unprecedented numbers and became active participants in the great political, ethical, and aesthetic debates that gave birth to our understanding of the individual as a self-creating, self-determining agent. Carla Hesse tells this story, delivering a capacious history of how French women have used writing to create themselves as modern individuals. Beginning with the marketplace fishwives and salon hostesses whose eloquence shaped French culture low and high and leading us through the accomplishments of Simone de Beauvoir, Hesse shows what it meant to make an independent intellectual life as a woman in France. She offers exquisitely constructed portraits of the work and mental lives of many fascinating women—including both well-known novelists and now-obscure pamphleteers—who put pen to paper during and after the Revolution. We learn how they negotiated control over their work and authorial identity—whether choosing pseudonyms like Georges Sand or forsaking profits to sign their own names. We encounter the extraordinary Louise de Kéralio-Robert, a critically admired historian who re-created herself...
as a revolutionary novelist. We meet aristocratic women whose literary criticism subjected them to slander as well as writers whose rhetoric cost them not only reputation but marriage, citizenship, and even their heads. Crucially, their stories reveal how the unequal terms on which women entered the modern era shaped how they wrote and thought. Though women writers and thinkers championed the full range of political and social positions—from royalist to Jacobin, from ultraconservative to fully feminist—they shared common moral perspectives and representational strategies. Unlike the Enlightenment of their male peers, theirs was more skeptical than idealist, more situationalist than universalist. And this alternative project lies at the very heart of modern French letters.

Réponse au livre de Cabanis sur les rapports du physique et du moral, etc-P. Jean LADEVI-ROCHE 1863

Dream, Creativity, and Madness in Nineteenth-Century France-Tony James 1995-12-28 This is an important new analysis of the problematic relationship between dreams and madness as perceived by nineteenth-century French writers, thinkers, and doctors. Those wishing to know the nature of madness, wrote Voltaire, should observe their dreams. The relationship between the dream-state and madness is a key theme of
nineteenth-century European, and specifically French, thought. The meaning of dreams and associated phenomena such as somnambulism, ecstasy, and hallucinations (including those induced by hashish) preoccupied writers, philosophers, and psychiatrists. In this path-breaking cross-disciplinary study, Tony James shows how doctors (such as Esquirol, Lélut, and Janet), thinkers (including Maine de Biran and Taine), and writers (for example, Balzac, Nerval, Baudelaire, Victor Hugo, and Rimbaud) grappled in very different ways with the problems raised by the so-called 'phenomena of sleep'. Were historical figures such as Socrates or Pascal in fact mad? Might dream be a source of creativity, rather than a merely subsidiary, 'automatic' function? What of lucid dreaming? By exploring these questions, Dreams, Madness, and Creativity in Nineteenth-Century France makes good a considerable gap in the history of pre-Freudian psychology and sheds new and fascinating light on the central French writers of the period.

Rapports du physique et du moral de l'homme, par P.J.G. Cabanis, membre du Sénat ..- 1805

Rapports du physique et du moral de l'homme, par P. J. G. Cabanis,... Table analytique par... [Pierre] Süe... 4e édition revue... par E. Pariset... T. II.-Dr. Etienne
Rapports Du Physique Et Du Moral de L'Homme. --Cabanis P J G (Pierre Jean 1757-1808 2013-06 Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.

Medicine and Maladies- 2018-08-09 Medicine and Maladies explores the socio-political and medical contexts that inform depictions of affliction in nineteenth-century France. It asks how cultural representations appropriate, critique, or develop medical discourse, and how medical writings incorporate literary examples to illustrate scientific hypotheses.

On the Different Forms of Insanity, in Relation to Jurisprudence,-James Cowles Prichard 1842
Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army-
National Library of Medicine (U.S.) 1903

On the Pathology and Cure of Stricture in the Urethra ... Second edition-Francis
Burdett COURTENAY 1843

Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-general's Office, United States Army-
Library of the Surgeon-General's Office (U.S.) 1881

Esquisse d'une science morale. Première partie. Physiologie du sentiment, ou
méthode naturelle de classification et de description de nos sentiments moraux-
Alphonse GILLIOT 1848

De la syphilis vaccinale. Communications à l'Académie Impériale de Médecine par
MM. Depaul, Ricord, Blot, Jules Guérin, Trousseau, Devergie, Briquet, Gibert,
Bouvier, Bousquet, suivies de mémoires sur la transmission de la syphilis par la
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vaccination et la vaccination animale par MM. A. Viennois ... Pellizzari ...
Palasciano ... Philipeaux ... et Auzias-Turenne- 1865

**Professions and the French State, 1700-1900**-Gerald L. Geison 2016-11-11 This collection of essays represents the first focused attempt to treat the professions in France as a single large historical problem. It is at once a contribution to the history of the professions and to the social history of France. The essays point toward a common conclusion: in the French context, by striking contrast to standard Anglo-American assumptions, professional "autonomy," power, and success virtually require "dependence" on the state.

**Cabanis**-Martin S. Staum 2014-07-14 A physician and spokesman for the French Ideologues, Pierre-JeanGeorges Cabanis (1757-1808) stands at the crossroads of several influential developments in modern culture--Enlightenment optimism about human perfectibility, the clinical method in medicine, and the formation and adaptation of liberal social ideals in the French Revolution. This first major study of Cabanis in English traces the influences of these developments on his thought and career. Originally published in 1980. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

**Catalogue of the Scientific Books of the Library of the Royal Society**-Royal society of London 1839

**Gut Feeling and Digestive Health in Nineteenth-Century Literature, History and Culture**-Manon Mathias 2018-11-17 This book considers the historical and cultural origins of the gut-brain relationship now evidenced in numerous scientific research fields. Bringing together eleven scholars with wide interdisciplinary expertise, the volume examines literal and metaphorical digestion in different spheres of nineteenth-century life. Digestive health is examined in three sections in relation to science, politics and literature during the period, focusing on Northern America, Europe and Australia. Using diverse methodologies, the essays demonstrate that the long nineteenth century was an important moment in the Western understanding and perception of the gastroenterological system and its relation to the mind in the sense of cognition, mental wellbeing, and the emotions. This collection
explores how medical breakthroughs are often historically preceded by intuitive models imagined throughout a range of cultural productions.

**Rapports Du Physique Et Du Moral de L'Homme**-Pierre Jean Georges Cabanis
2018-02-16 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Clio Medica. Acta Academiae Internationalis Historiae Medicinae. Vol. 19-
2020-01-29 As periodical of the International Academy of the History of Medicine, this Clio Medica volume contains 19 papers.
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